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In writing an article for this edition of the Berkeley times, one of our
teachers interviewed me to ask about the early years of the school.
This trip down memory lane gave me pause to consider how far
Berkeley has come, and how things currently stand at the school. If
you are curious about the school’s past, there are still quite a few
students, parents, and staff left who remember the early days at
Berkeley and I invite you to ask them about what we were and how
far we have come. For this article, though, I would like to focus on the
school as it is today.

I know I might be accused of being biased in my assessment, but I assure you I am being honest
when I say Berkeley is currently in a very good place. The school’s student life and community
outreach have grown to the point that they are a major facet of the educational experience at
Berkeley, contributing to developing all of our students into caring, conscientious members of
society. Our community outreach and support program has become so well ingrained at the
school, in fact, that it has become unremarkable to our students - and this is a good thing! Our
students don’t see helping others as something extraordinary or something that you do on
occasion, but rather as a normal part of everyday life, as it should be.

Academically Berkeley is also in a very strong position. Our kindergarten focuses on play-based
learning and leads into a rigorous elementary and middle school program that prepares our
students to take advanced AP classes in high school. This pays dividends upon graduation, when
we regularly put students into the world’s top universities, such as the University of Toronto,
University of Zurich, University of Washington, and Leiden University.

There is so much for the Berkeley community to be proud of right now, and we are well situated
to continue our growth in the future. Thank you to the parents, students, and staff for making
Berkeley the special place that we all know and love today, and we look forward to even better
times ahead.

A Word From our Head of School
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        As all families are readjusting to life back at school, many are also readjusting their views on what
constitutes a good work (or school)-life balance. If any good came from COVID-19 and the forced lockdown, it
was the reminder of the importance of quality family time. As school and life again pick up pace, there is the
not so surprising danger of wanting to squeeze every drop out of our current freedoms and opportunities.
The pressure to sign up our children with extra skills and activities, especially in high-intensity, busy cities like
Bangkok, is very real. After school activities, club sports, extra tutoring, and yes, even homework, should all be
re-evaluated by each family in an effort to decide how best to strike the right balance.
          While all of the abovementioned activities have merit, the possibility of ‘over-scheduling’ your child (and
yourself) is something worth considering. Wanting your child to be as prepared for school and later life as
best as they can, and providing them with as many extra-curricular activities as possible is driven by good
intentions. Take the time, however, to talk with your child about their wants and needs. 
         

        On November 20th our teachers came together to discuss how they incorporate
reading, writing, listening and speaking skills into their lessons. In general terms we
discuss this as teaching literacy.  Unlike when we were kids, students today have
access to everything ever written in human history in the palm of their hands. For
students today, being able to read isn’t enough: they have to be critical thinkers who
read with purpose, able to question and to make predictions about the author's
intentions. These higher level literacy skills have to be learned sooner to give our
students the ability to sift through the firehose of information available to them. Each
student must get more opportunities in their day to learn these skills. The job of
teaching literacy can no longer be the sole responsibility of an English teacher but
must be shared by all your students' teachers.

         Listening to your children is essential: if they don’t want to do hours of
extra lessons or classes that are aimed solely at ‘doing better in school’, question
whether these sessions are really necessary, or whether the time could be
better spent on child-led play, which can encourage independence and social
skills, as well as an opportunity to switch off and relax.
         This conversation should also include homework. While homework offers
the chance for practice and consolidating what was taught in school, it also
obviously impacts on your family life, and the “down time” of your child. Whether
the pros outweigh the cons is a decision only your family can make. Our aim
should always be to cater for the needs of the child. And yes, every child is
different. So talk to your child, discuss your work-life balance as a family, and
make decisions that suit your family’s needs and wants. We are here to discuss
these issues with you, and we encourage open, positive, thoughtful debate
about how we as educators can best serve our Berkeley community.

         With this in mind, BIS teachers came together to share how they approach literacy within their content
areas and to share strategies they find most effective. Each teacher got an opportunity to collaborate with
colleagues from other disciplines, to ask and answer questions. Teachers then spent time incorporating their
ideas into a lesson plan or activity for the classroom. 
        Often in Professional Development we bring people from outside the school to lead us through a new
concept or strategy. On this day our own teachers were the experts, and they shared with each other the
excellent work they are already doing in their classrooms. What I saw that day only goes to further
demonstrate the high quality of teaching we have at Berkeley International School. I’m honored to be working
with these fine teachers. 

Primary Principal

Secondary Principal

Mr. Jake

Mr. JP

Life is all about balance...

Literacy at Berkeley
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By Ms. Jane
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Chemistry
in the Kitchen!
Ms. Em

This year saw the addition of a new secondary ASA
here at Berkeley: Kitchen Chemistry!

The kitchen is the best place to conduct chemistry
experiments! Everyday ingredients (reactants) can
be transformed into products, and by playing
around with amounts and types of ingredients, it’s
possible to discover delicious combinations or
disastrous results! Experimentation in the kitchen is
like modern day magic!  With only an hour to
perform our kitchen wizardry, every week we got
into the kitchen, washed our hands, and got
straight to work!  Usually we worked in groups in
Kitchen Chemistry, but sometimes we all got to
make our own snack!

Over the course of the fall we made all sorts of delicious treats! Some of the dishes we learned
how to cook were fresh indian cheese, scrambled, poached, and hard boiled eggs, caramel,
gnocchi, cookies, shortcakes, and  homemade whipped cream! Kitchen Chemistry will be
back next semester with a whole set of new recipes, including bubble tea, mini cakes, and
meringue icing! Ms. Stef can’t wait to see another group of excited secondary students ready
to learn in the kitchen!!
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Printmaking
Process
Ms. Erin

A few of our Berkeley seniors have stepped up their
game this year to complete their first ever woodshop
project. Students spent the first few weeks in the
classroom learning about shop safety, tool use,
material processing, milling, and assembly. We then
jumped over into our new wood shop and the class
demonstrated mastery of how to operate these
potentially dangerous machines in order to create
amazing projects.

Our first project was a simple stepping stool. In order
to build this, students had to use various tools that
most had little to no experience using. To make this
one stepping stool, students used a jointer, planer,
table saw, miter saw, band saw, router, cordless drill,
hand sander, and chisels. The class had a great time
during the manufacturing process and are now
working on a wall mounted drawer/coat rack. The
next time you hear the saws running and see wood
chips flying, now you know that is just our seniors
hard at work on another project. If you are interested
in working with your hands, creating projects with
wood, or just want to learn more about the class and
our new machines, swing by Mr. Brian’s class
anytime for a chat

This past month, I have had the opportunity to
teach many classes about the process of
printmaking. There are many types of prints-
woodblock & linocut, gelli & styrofoam. These are
some of my favorite ways to make art and it
makes me so happy to share these methods with
the next generation of artists. 

The most basic way to make prints is by creating
a stamp, then rolling ink over it and finally pulling
prints onto paper or fabric. 

Using their pencils to carve into styrofoam
sheets, students in grades 4 & 5 made insect
designs for their prints. They learned that we can
use this method to make copies of our artworks
so that we may have a series of prints- one to
hang in the school hallway gallery, and one to
take home. Trust me, they all made way more
than that, because it was so much fun! 

Grade 8 students made connections to their
math curriculum by creating tessellations with
their stamps. They used a ‘gouge’ to carve their
stamps from blocks of rubber-linoleum. Even
though their tools were sharp, they were able to
safely carve their designs.

A Step Above
Mr. Brian
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Unlocked, the 8.5th book in the Keeper of the Lost Cities
series by Shannon Messenger, came out on November
17th. It was called the 8.5th book because one half of it
was a guide to the rest of the series and characters, and
the other half was a short story continuing what
happened in the 8th book. A weird thing about the book
is that it came out in Kinokuniya in Thailand before the
official release date. The author said that sometimes
books get released early on accident, but normally it
takes them even longer to ship to Thailand from the US,
and the books are usually released later here. One of my
friends bought the book as soon as it was released early,
so she was probably one of the first people in the world
to read it!

The story was really interesting , and it explained more
about some side characters in the book, and revealed
something huge that happened to one of the main
characters. The book is about a girl named Sophie who
has lived with humans for all of her life, and could hear
everyone’s thoughts. When she was 12, she found out
that she was an elf, and was created by an elven rebel
group. Though all of the elves think that they are way
better than the humans, there are many problems in their
world, and Sophie and her friends have to save the elven
world from the rebels again and again. The first part of
Unlocked is a guide to the characters, the world map,
different places, their culture, what they can do, the
rebels, and different mythical species. There are many
pictures of the characters, and the drawings are really
cool.

NEW BOOK RELEASED:
UNLOCKED BY SHANNON
MESSENGER

The next book in the series should come out in
November 2021, and it might be the last book in the
series. The author of this series, Shannon Messenger,
also has another book series called the Sky Fall Trilogy.
The Keeper of the Lost Cities book series is similar to
books like The Trials of Morrigan Crow and The Land of
Stories. I enjoyed it a lot and highly recommend it. The
first book is called Keeper of the Lost Cities, followed by:
Exile, Everblaze, Neverseen, Lodestar, Nightfall,
Flashback, Legacy, Unlocked.  I hope we can add those
books to the Berkeley library!

EVA, G8
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The Pre- K Berkeley Standards we are covering:
SC.1.PK - Shows curiosity and interest by exploring
surroundings
SC.2.PK - Shows an interest in objects in natureMA.
CC3.PK - Counts up to five items.

Also known as a discovery or exploration centre, nature, and
science learning centres bring the outdoors indoors and give
children opportunities to explore environmental concepts.Using
these centres helps to foster a strong connection with an
understanding of the environment for children. 

Every day, the Pre- K Koalas are cultivating their cognitive
development, questioning skills, sensory experiences, motor
skills, investigating and following directions. They continuously
learn about cooperation, responsibility, patience, social skills,
engaging all five senses, reading, sorting, and counting. The
children are learning through Math, Literacy, Art, Science, and
Social Studies.

The Pre- K Koalas certainly are enthusiastic and keen little
gardeners. We have been planting bean seeds, flowers,
vegetables, and grasses. We even donated some of our healthy
bean plants to the whole school sustainability garden. 

Please check out the photos of our little Koalas in ACTION!

Getting your hands dirty!

In Pre- K, teaching STEM helps children to build the essential
ties between daily life and the disciplines of STEM. It also sets
the groundwork for future academic accomplishments and other
subjects are transferable to the skills gained.

In Pre - K, the focus has been on Nature and Science. It ties in
with BIS’ Sustainable Development Goals, 13 - Climate Action,
and 15 – Life on Land.

STEM LEARNING
MRS. URSULA
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Although FUN is the end game, you will

actually be learning valuable social and

mental skills as well. Teamwork, patience,

and learning to lose gracefully are a few

of the social skills that will be developed

naturally as you bond with new and old

friends alike. The games you play will

surely contain structure and rules that

are best followed with tact. Your

friends in our club will help you learn to do

this in turn helping you become a more

well rounded person. You may also find

yourself getting just a little smarter

after attending this ASA. Playing board

games helps you develop skills in staying

focussed, using planning strategies, and

even developing language skills. 

You may lose a few games after joining

our ASA but you will certainly win in the

eternal game of life. So jump on the

chance to join our activity for the

second semester when it’s time to sign

up for ASAs again. Make your move quick

though because space is limited and you

may lose your turn.

BOARD

GAMES

BOARD

GAMES
Mr. Neal

You find yourself on Park Place only to

look up and see a towering hotel that’s

way out of your budget and sure to

break your bankbook. You’re forced to

stay there because it’s the only hotel

available. You ask yourself “Is this for

real?!” Well it could be, but thankfully

you’re only in the Berkeley ASA Board

Games. Board Games has been a

popular after school activity since the

very first days of our school.. As adults

we all have fond memories of playing

board games with our families. Board

Games is a great opportunity for

Berkeley students to form their own

memories. We have all the classic

games such as Battleship, Snakes and

Ladders, Connect Four, and of course...

Monopoly! There are even a few you

may not be familiar with with such as

Mastermind and Shut the Box.

Whichever game you choose you will

surely find a favorite and will have a

hard time containing your excitement

as you challenge your friends in a race

to the finish. Things can get a little

rowdy in our Board Games club. But as

long as no one gets hurt, and our

neighbours don’t call the police, it’s all in

good fun.
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         Students embarked on an epic

tale that originated from humble

beginnings.  Students started as high

school students doing the average

young adult thing, things like: dueling,

practicing wand use, farming, survival

training, running businesses, etc. the

typical kids this age in each area they

were from. However, unbeknownst to

them and their elders, Dragons of

which had never been seen before only

talked about in stories, descended on

the land annihilating the capital and

surrounding area.  An area once a

dense forested area in which humanity

lived among the trees, the capital of

the land and a testament to living one

with an environment with luxuries

beyond that of the rest of the world. 

 This all came to an end with the fire,

ice and acid breathed from the dragon

of an age gone by.  What will the land

do?  Are there any willing to take back

what was taken? What will the young

adventures do? Will the strangers even

find each other test their skills and

become proficient enough to take on

the dragon hoards? 

TABLETOP

CLUB
Mr. Colt  

TABLETOP

CLUB

      Only time will tell, but as of writing

this some success has been made. A

band of 4 sailors decided to go against

the odds and even with their quirks go

out to try to save the land.  While on

their adventures they met up with two

other groups.  One group of magic

users with a few armored Amazonian

females from the Northern Elven tribes

had their own difficulties and banded

together with a 3 person team looking

for a way to prove themselves.  These

two groups faced fire and brimstone

before meeting up with the Sailors.  The

Sailors come in just in time to save the

groups from a pack of Jacklwares

aided by humanoid mushrooms. From

there the group traced by foot and by

air, though the hot air balloon was a

rather short flight and rather fast as it

fell to the ground. As they make their

way to the lake where the sailors can

then guide vessels down the river into

the heart of the now desert, who

knows exactly what adventures and

new social interactions may be

bestowed upon them!

        Table Top Adventure Club has had

a great campaign this semester!  This

semester we use Dungeons and

Dragons 5ed to guild our game style

and play.
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    Algebra 1, the students must find
two things and convince their class
that these correlations are really a
causation.  They must collect data,
show graphs, and articles to prove
that one thing affects the other.  For
example, the increase in ice cream
sales has an increase in piracy.  They
must prove that the sales in ice cream
have caused an increase in piracy. 
 This is just an example, but these
students must use relevant topics that
are going on in the world.

    It is great watching the students
grow in knowledge, but also grow to
help each other.  Math can be difficult
sometimes, but if you put in the effort
and time you can be better.  It takes
time, but there is always something to
learn if you pay attention to what is
around you.

     The 7th graders had to find the
better buy of cat food and how much
it would cost for 49 days, 50 days, and
51 days of cat food.  The trick was it
cost the same, because you can’t buy
a partial bag of food.  This is to have
students have a better understanding
of money, but also what they need to
buy.

     The 8th graders helped each other
solve multi-step equations.  It was a
race, but in the end, the students
slowed down to make sure they solved
the problems correctly.  Students were
able to find their mistakes, practice
speaking using vocabulary, and they
could listen and write what the other
students were saying.  

     This second quarter, middle school
has been completing performance
tasks. These tasks relate to real world
scenarios and must use the knowledge
that was taught to them in class and
finding out new knowledge.  For
example, 6th graders learned about
new cereals, singers, and electronic
devices.  They must organize these
into 2 categories on a coordinate grid
and plot them in coordinate I, II, III, or
IV.  They were categorized by these:
cereals based on health and taste,
music based on meaningingful and
likeability, electronics based on cost
and size.

MR. CHASE

MATH IN MIDDLE
SCHOOL
MATH IN MIDDLE
SCHOOL
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MS. COURTNEY

RANGER IN TIMERANGER IN TIME

MR. STEVEN
          “Ole, ole!” a group of students emphatically said, while putting
their fingers in front of their face.  In the back of the classroom a pair
of girls refused to look at other students while they engaged in a
conversation.  At the front of the classroom, another group of
students could be seen backed up against the wall, deathly afraid of
the group trying to approach them saying, “Dilli, dilli!”  So, what is
going on in this crazy class?  To kick off the culture unit in Sociology,
groups created their own cultures, including: their greetings, things
they enjoy talking about and things they never do.  Additionally, they
were given further instructions on groups they got along with and
groups they didn’t like.  They walked around and introduced
themselves to other groups to learn about each other’s cultures.  After
their short and extremely bizarre conversations, they exchanged
candy with each other that represented their cultures.  After going
around the room and meeting with other cultures, they were able to
get more, and different candy.  Some candy was good; some candy
was not to their taste.  Just like cultural exchange in our ever
increasingly globalized world, some things are good, while others, not
to our taste.  Throughout the unit, students analyzed the Nacirema
tribe and their strange body rituals, discussed the idea of beauty in
different cultures, made videos breaking norms, evaluated their
favorite pop songs, researched a dead language and will finish off by
making a dish from a country of their choice that represents the
cultural norms of that country and bring it in to share with the class.  

TAKE OUR CANDY, LEARN OUR CULTURETAKE OUR CANDY, LEARN OUR CULTURE

   In Grade 3 the children are reading Kate
Messner books in their Language Arts´ class.
One of the books some of the students are
reading is called Ranger in Time: Escape
From the Twin Towers. This book is about a
time traveling golden retriever, named
Ranger, that goes back in time to a major
event in history. On September 11, 2001, Max
and Risha traveled to the Twin Towers in
New York City, for a 5th grade career
project. Rishaś mom worked on the 91st floor 
of the North Tower when the two airlines struck the buildings. Rishaś
mom went missing and Ranger was sent to help the children find her
and escape the burning building.
      This book helps the 3rd grade students learn about inferencing,
making predictions and comparing and contrasting characters from
the story. They are working on designing their escape plans for Risha
and Max as we read the story. After the students complete the story,
they will get to choose from among a few related projects.

20

By joining together the social, cultural, political and economic dimensions of social life, Sociology gives you the
tools you need to understand the key events of our time and how they are linked to the main forces and
institutions that shape the modern world.  Join us in Sociology as we continue to learn about how our modern
world is shaped!   
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Halloween is one of the most eagerly anticipated holidays of each school year and there are
many reasons why! For our Kindergarten students, Halloween is all about having fun with scary,
cute and funny costumes, enjoying captivating activities and delighting in arts and crafts, stories
and science experiments! It is always a giant event!We started the morning with a full school
parade, with many parents watching and cheering us as we walked by. We were so lucky to
receive fun gifts to fill up our homemade trick-or-treat bags, from parents and other Berkeley
Community members. We really loved seeing all of the different costumes- so much creativity!
After the parade, we took a short break before jumping into our full department celebration!
Once outside, the children loved roaming around freely through ten different Halloween themed
activities. We had brilliantly colored carnival-style games, such as a beanbag ghost toss, zombie
eye-ball throwing and a witch hat ring toss. With real pumpkins and pretend gravestones, we
rolled pumpkins for pumpkin bowling! The littlest ones in our group spent much of their time in
the brightly colored Halloween sensory station. We had plenty of art activities, such as painting
rocks to look like jack-o-lanterns and monster art! And we even had a pin the BOO on the ghost
game and another great classic… scary musical chairs! It was truly a high-powered day full of fun
and laughter! Everyone had an amazing costume to show off to their friends. Everyone went
home with special Halloween crafts and toys. And most importantly, everyone had a giant smile
on their face throughout the whole day! Thank you Berkeley Community for another amazing
Halloween extravaganza!

Christmas is coming soon!

Spooky, Scary Fun For
Our Little Ones!

by Ms. Tara

The kids are looking forward to celebrating this
wonderful day so we already did some artworks
inspired by Christmas which will be differently based on
grade level. We made the Christmas artworks from
popsicle sticks and used many materials to decorate
more. The kids will create the work by themselves and
practice motor skill at the same time. For elementary
kids (G1-G2), they will learn about warm and cool colors
which will be based on the Christmas theme as well.
Everyone has fun doing crafts and thinking 
about upcoming events.

by Ms. Dream
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     Ms. Jill’s English 9 Honors and English 12 classes have
embarked on literary journeys through Shakespearean
tragedy.
      “Civil blood makes civil hands unclean” in English 9 Honors,
where students are studying Shakespeare for the very first time.
They’re enjoying reading about feuding families, civil brawls, and
a whirlwind, star-crossed romance in Romeo and Juliet. Although
reading Shakespeare’s writing takes a lot of patience and hard
work to understand, they’ve hit the ground running and are
already beginning to master the language.  Of course, snacks
help with understanding, so students came to class one morning
to find packages, the contents of which were written on the
outside in all different languages. When students opened their
packages and found the same thing in each one, an orange, they
were able to answer Juliet’s famous question: “What’s in a
name?”  Even though one of them was called a “machungwa”
and another one a “jurj,” they all looked, smelled, and tasted the
same,“so Romeo would, were he not Romeo called, retain that
dear perfection which he owes without that title.” In order to
really bring the play to life and enhance the students’
understanding of our academic focus on perspective in a fun
way, the class engaged the whole high school with a flash mob-
style staging of the fight in Act III Scene 1, followed immediately
by student “reporters” rushing in to interview unsuspecting
onlookers about what they just witnessed.  Using footage shot
and collected from eyewitnesses at the scene, the class is now
hard at work putting together a realistic newscast of the event.
Stay tuned!
     “Something wicked this way comes” to English 12, who are
studying a true classic: Macbeth. Ambition and guilt take
center stage in this tale of the rise and fall of a brutal Scottish
dictator, a trio of manipulative witches, scores of friends
turned foes, and a very pushy wife with blood on her hands.
Because Shakespeare’s plays are written almost entirely
without stage directions, actors and directors are left to
interpret the language as it’s written and determine what the
characters should be doing as they speak, which is exactly
what the English 12 class is currently up to. Working in
groups, they’re each producing one of the five acts in the
play, either as a live theatrical performance or a film version
of the scenes. Students are tasked not only with adding
action and inflection to the characters’ words, they’ll also be
designing sets, costumes, props, and sound effects to create
and enhance the atmosphere and mood of their
performances.  All they have to work from is dialogue, so
accomplishing a fully fleshed out performance requires a lot
of close examination and interpretation of the text.  We’re all
excited to see what they come up with!

“All the World’s a Stage”
by Ms. Jill
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       Following the procession was the torch relay. In the world Olympic

games, the torch is sometimes said to represent continuity between the

games of ancient Greece and those of modern times.  With that in

mind, it seems fitting that the relay was run by veteran staff in

partnership with students representing each house and division:  Zadie

(kinder) and Ms. Phoenix; Caedmon (elementary) and Mr. Brian; Jacob

(middle) and Coach Strunk; Julia (high) and Ms. Kristine.  The torch was

passed through the ranks, ultimately landing with Headmaster Ashely

Peek.  Mr. Ashley has been with BIS since the opening year in 2010; at

that time he was teaching third grade.  Thus, the symbolism of the BIS

torch reached its height when Mr. Ashley lit the flame, marking the

official start to the 2020 House Olympics

      During the heart of the event, students participated in team

building activities, track and field events, as well as gym sports such as

volleyball, chairball and dodgeball, in an attempt to win the trophy

from 3rd year champions House Sapphire.  A valiant effort was made by

all, and the overall sense of the day was one of fun! 

        When veteran staffer Lloyd Wilson mentioned that Berkeley’s sports

field used to be in front of the school (where the parking lot is now) I

started to wonder about the history of House Olympics at Berkeley and

how they have evolved since the school first opened in 2010.  Mr. Ashley

reminisced that the first Sports Day in 2010 “wasn’t a disaster, but it

wasn’t great either.”  He went on to explain that with the fields so near

to the road and without nets, balls would sometimes go out into the

road.  Also, there was no PE teacher back then, so homeroom teachers

were responsible for physical education as well; everyone had been so

focused on running the morning efficiently that what was supposed to

take the entire morning had finished in about an hour!

THE OPENING CEREMONY WAS STUNNING

  

         few times a year, the

Berkeley community is

privileged to participate in

special all school events that

bring together the Kinder,

Elementary and Secondary

Divisions. These events are so

epic that the school usually

runs a Friday half day

schedule, allowing students

and staff to give their all and

then carry their sense of

accomplishment with them

to bask in for the remainder

of the weekend. As a new

staff member I’ve been privy

to just a couple of these

events so far, one of which

was Sports Day (aka House

Olympics) which took place

on Friday, October 16.

     Circling the soccer fields in

house color shirts of topaz,

garnet, emerald and

sapphire, the Opening

Ceremony commenced with

a procession: to present the

house flags and to honor

graduating senior athletes. 

 Secondary principal JP

Casanova addressed the

crowd:

SPORTS DAY

“THIS YEAR WE WOULD LIKE TO RECOGNIZE
OUR SENIOR ATHLETES WHO HAVE

DEMONSTRATED TALENT IN ATHLETICS
AND ACADEMICS... A SPECIAL RECOGNITION
GOES TO JAZZY, MARK, NASTYA, WOLFY,

CAIO, LIAM, GARY, ANICA, AND COTTON WHO
PARTICIPATED ON MULTIPLE BERKELEY

SPORTS TEAMS. WE VALUE THEIR
COMMITMENT AND THEIR TREMENDOUS

EFFORT OF BERKELEY PRIDE.”

A

1 0  Y EAR S  AND  GROW ING

A  L I ON ' S  PR I D E

B Y :  MS .  L A C E Y
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     Throughout the years, there’s one thing that hasn’t changed: Our

Lion pride, and it’s palpable during events like these.  As a first year

staffer, it’s apparent to me that this is a tight knit community that

appreciates the long-term commitments and contributions that so

many have made, as well as having a culture that welcomes and

embraces newcomers.  As Mr. Ashley put it, 

As for the future of House Olympics, look to the skys for some colorful

bursts of inspiration!  

        What’s your favorite Sports Day memory?  Share it with someone!

Because not everyone’s had the privilege of being here as long as you

may have been; and though not everyone’s witnessed the

transformation, we’re all a part of it.  All of us get to bask in the

Passionate, Resilient, Inquisitive, Dedicated, and Ethical community

that we’ve created here at Berkeley International.  Keep up the stellar

work Lions!  And look out Sapphire:  Garnet, Emerald and Topaz are

coming for that trophy!

       While the early years were

not without their hiccups,

what is remembered most

fondly is the community

feeling.   Mr. Ashley and Neal

Hawthorne - another one of

Berkeley’s original teachers -

both spoke about the family

feel as parents and students

gathered together in tents in

front of the school; younger

and older students

collaborated in field day type

events such as potato sack

races, tug-of-war and foot

races.  A noted favorite was

the parent versus teacher

races.  Mr. Neal remembers

back to a particularly crushing

20 meter dash saying,

After hearing stories and

seeing photos from earlier

Sports Day events, it’s clear

that many things have

changed since those early

years.  BIS welcomed PE

teacher Coach Strunk in its

fourth year, and he has been

integral in helping coordinate

a smoothly running Sports

Day ever since!  Mr. Naun and

Ms. Sauce, our elementary

and kinder PE teachers

respectively, are also making

their mark to ensure the look

and feel of the day’s events

create an incredible

experience for our students.  It

was as recent as 2017-2018

that the school was divided

into the four houses we have

now which are named after

gemstones.  Apparently, how

to name the houses had been

a hot debate, with other

contenders being countries,

and landmarks or rivers in

Thailand, among others.  Our

corresponding house color

shirts came the following year

in 2018-2019.

“I THOUGHT I HAD IT
WON, BUT THIS

HIS ONE PARENT
ZOOMED PAST 

ME LIKE A GAZELLE." "EVERYONE HAS A PLACE HERE. NO ONE WILL MAKE
YOU FEEL BAD ABOUT BEING WHO YOU ARE.” 

SAPPHIRE
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A Musical Overture
Following a long and arduous process due to strict

border control measures in Australia and Thailand, I

was delighted to finally arrive in October to meet my

wonderful colleagues and students in person.

As you all know, Berkeley is a most special community

and I cannot be happier to be part of it. The vibrancy

and positivity here is palpable and I’m honored to be

able to lead Elementary Music in fun and inspiring

ways.

Elementary Musical

Ms. Claire 

Ms. Christine
This year we saw Berkeley’s first ever pantomime also known as a

‘Panto’. A Panto has a long theatrical history in the UK, with plays being

based on well known fairy tales. Traditionally a Panto is performed

around Christmas time and is enjoyed by all ages due to its humour and

amazingly eccentric (unconventional) characters. Berkeley’s ‘Cinderella

and Rockerfella’ pantomime included colourful costumes, lots of

comedy, sing-alongs and of course very catchy music to dance along to.

As always, our amazingly talented students here at Berkeley worked so

hard during rehearsals to bring you the best performance possible. It

always amazes the drama team to see the students' dedication and ‘lets

do this’ spirit that they bring to every after school and lunch time

rehearsal. It is because of our wonderful actors, singers and dancers that

we can continue to produce wonderfully entertaining and  enjoyable

performances. I could not be more proud of each and every single

student that performed in ‘Cinderella and Rockerfella this year and we

hope you enjoyed the performances as much as we enjoyed creating it.

So until next year, keep shining bright Berkeley!

This quarter, we are joining forces with the Drama department to put on

a spectacular Musical and students have been working hard to learn

their songs and remember all the words. We can’t wait to perform to

you and are sure you’ll enjoy the show!

Berkeley Lions are bright and enthusiastic. We’re looking forward to

expanding our musical knowledge and skills through analytical and

creative tasks. Let the music play!



HS Music
Performance
On Thursday, November 5th, as a finale to the World Outdoor

Classroom Day, Berkeley students were able to enjoy the first

proper music concert of the year. This performance marked a

welcome return to normalcy after many months without live

music due to COVID restrictions. For this event, 43 high school

students, divided into 8 different rock bands, spent the month

prior writing and rehearsing original songs specifically for this

event. Lyrically, each song was grounded in some of the SDG’s

(Sustainable Development Goals), addressing social and

environmental issues such as poverty, well-being, equality,

sustainable development, and climate action. 

Writing original music takes time. Each group made a plan for

what topics they felt the strongest desire to address, and then

brainstormed a wealth of lyrical ideas around those topics,

choosing the ones that resonated the most. Then, they selected

existing songs they knew to serve as musical templates and

inspiration for the songs they would write. Slowly, the songs were

pieced together, first a Chorus, then Verses, and finally chords,

melodies, and grooves. After a few weeks of polish through

diligent practice and rehearsing, the songs were ready to be

performed.

Quoting one group’s songs demonstrates the passion and

urgency of taking care of our planet: “I don’t want to spend

everyday, looking at the world as it turns grey, I’m shaking, are we

too late? The future’s coming, no time to wait.” Then, as the entire

school joined in a sing-along for the final chorus of the concert, a

sense of unity and common purpose seemed to unite all of the

Berkeley students. This chorus really demonstrated and

summarized the power of music in five simple words: “We can

change the world, We can change the world, We can change the

world, one day at a time, we’ve made up our minds, we can

change the world.” What starts here at Berkeley really can

change the world.

Currently, students are working on studio-quality versions of

these original songs in the school’s recording facilities, and we

hope to release these songs to the public within the next few

weeks. Be on the lookout so you can hear these amazing original

compositions yourselves! 26
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PE class is always the place to be for fast paced fun and excitement! 
 Recently students were learning about basketball.  They have improved
their passing, dribbling and shooting skills.  We have been doing drills and
practicing with classmates but, the best way to practice skills is in a game
setting.  Our Elementary Lions had the opportunity to play in a basketball
tournament during lunch recess.  This gave them a chance to use all the
skills they have gained in a real game setting.  The students had a lot of
fun cheering on classmates and doing their best to participate and help 

The 2nd quarter has come and gone quickly, heading towards
the end of the first semester. We have had a very busy and
productive quarter in our MS Mandarin classes. G6 have been
working hard learning a lot of new words. We finished the first
unit of introducing yourselves in Chinese and the second unit
about families. They have made “All about me” cards and made
videos of singsing “the Finger Family” song in Chinese. Can’t
believe that it’s the first year for many of them to learn Mandarin.
G7 have finished their first unit of jobs and second unit of
hobbies. We have played many games to remember vocabularies
and practice sentence structures. G7 students have shown great
teamwork in these games and the results are amazing. G8 have
finished unit 1 shopping and unit 2 school life. At the end of unit
1, they worked on the first performance task as groups, in which
they have created and performed dialogues between a vendor
and a customer and demonstrated what they’ve mastered
through the role-plays. In the following weeks, all MS Mandarin
classes will be busy practicing for the Chinese New Year, and
learning more topics at the same time. We look forward to their
amazing performances!

their team.  The need to remember defence becomes real for students as they realized they cannot be passive
when the other team has the ball.  It is a great opportunity to feel competitive and sportsmanship.  Some of
our grade 4 and  5 students had the opportunity to demonstrate leadership skills by coaching the younger
students in grade 1 and 2.  Well done to all players and coaches! I am so proud of all of you!  A special thanks
to Mr. Ash, Mr. Jake, Mr. Blake, Mr. Kemchan, Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Neal and Ms. Kaew who offered up their time to
help coach the grade 3-5 tournament.  This intramural tournament could not have been possible without your
help.  Go TEAM BERKELEY!  We are the Berkeley Lions..hear us roar!

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALLINTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
ELEMENTARY

THUNDERPHILIDELPHIA

VOCABULARYVOCABULARY

11STST
GRADE 1-2GRADE 1-2  

COACHCOACH      MAXMAX COACHCOACH      BLAKEBLAKE

11STST
GRADE 3-5GRADE 3-5  

MANDARIN
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     This semester, 8th grade English Language Arts classes were
reading The Misfits by James Howe. In the book, the characters form
their own political party to campaign for student council, with a
platform aimed at ending name-calling at their school. Our Berkeley
students got into the campaign spirit by having an election of their
own. In groups, our students formed their own political parties, came
up with platform ideas, made campaign posters, and gave campaign
speeches. Then, each class had a primary election to select the best
candidates from their class to compete in the general election.  
      All of middle school got to vote in the general election to decide
which political party campaign they liked better. It was a really tight
race, tied all the way up to the last few votes. From 8-1, we had the
“Caticrats”-- Cat, Belle, Eva, Riho-- who campaigned for an outdoor
seating area where middle school students can eat lunch. From 8-2 it
was the “Party of Options”-- Tobey, Grace, Abby, Hayden-- who
campaigned to add some additional pieces to the school uniforms.
Both of these party platforms were popular with the administrators as
well as the students. In the end, the Caticrats won by just 2 votes.
Currently, the Caticrats and the school administration are having
discussions to put their plan for an outdoor seating area into action.          
      Over the last few years, our 8th graders have come up with great
campaigns for improving middle school life-- adding a middle school
lounge area, overnight trips, cubbies, G8 Spanish class, drama class,
eSports club, elevator passes, and more. This year’s other ideas were
adding vending machines, A.I. temperature checks, schoolwide voting
on lunch menus, and using more learning apps. It is great to see their
creative, and ambitious minds at work! 

GRIN GREEN
GRIN GREEN Grin Green International, the student-led social enterprise that

has partnered with UNEP, Greenpeace, Friday’s For Future,
Extinction Rebellion, Thailand’s Department of Marine & Coastal
Resources, dozens of international schools, and small businesses
around Thailand in the fight to lead climate restoration initiatives
is back at it for the 2020-21 school year. We have several new
members and lots of ambitious new ideas to implement as we
passionately enter our 5th year in our fight to restore our
beautiful planet to its pre-industrial elegance.

While SARS-CoV-2 and ongoing political trauma has delayed much
of our early plans to advocate for serious environmental reform,
we have still accomplished some pretty cool things as we
approach the end of quarter 2. 

We were recently invited to host a booth at the Serving Love
outdoor market @Indus. At this event we met environmental
advocates from all over Bangkok as we promoted our eco-
merchandise. There we also discussed partnering on potential
initiatives with attending organizations including bringing vegan
meat options to Berkelely’s lunch menu, the creation of an eco-
based digital marketing platform, as well as creating and bringing
to Berkeley an atmospheric water generator which converts air
into pure drinking water with some amazing innovators at
Ecolotech. 

We have our 6th beach cleanup at Bangsaen beach in the coming
weeks as well as our annual involvement in the UN’s SEA of
Changes conference as the core student representatives. We
always welcome support and community involvement. Learn more
at Gringreen.org (@gringreen) and WeSwear.org (@We_Swear). 

GETTINGGETTING
POLITICALPOLITICAL

MISFITSMISFITS
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This month, Grade 4 put on their “historian hats” as we started our investigation into the Middle

Ages. We’re taking a new approach to our learning in this unit with...the Weekly Quest! Each week,

we unwrap a new Weekly Quest which presents a big question about the Middle Ages, like, what

can we learn from the Black Plague about fighting pandemics?

Students spend the week conducting their own research to find answers to these big questions.

They meet and collaborate with their classmates to share their knowledge and discuss their

conclusions, just like real historians! At the end of the week, they complete the Weekly Quest and

synthesize their learning by answering their big question in a paragraph, using their informational

text writing skills.  Our rising historians are making Berkeley proud! 

In our first week, we explored primary and secondary sources to find out how historians use them to

make sense of the past. We brought in primary sources from our own personal histories, and set up a

museum exhibit full of baby photos, favorite plushies, sports trophies, and other mementos. As we

walked around the exhibit, we asked ourselves, What do I see? What do I think? What do I wonder? to

help us pose relevant questions about the primary sources we were examining. It was a good

introduction to the kind of work that historians do.

 

In the coming weeks, we will use the Weekly Quest to explore what was happening during the Middle

Ages across the globe. Our research will take us from feudalism in Europe, to the dynasties of China,

and the trading empires of Western Africa. We can’t wait to share more about our travels during our

collaborative event in April!

GRADE 4 HISTORY
MS. RACHEL
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PREHISTORIC CAVE
PAINTING

MS. JENNA

After learning about maps and geography in

unit one, our sixth graders studied

prehistory in unit two. What is prehistory

you might ask? Prehistory is the time period

before writing was invented and the

evolution of early humans from primates,

starting with Australopithecus. Trying saying

that five times fast, aa-struh-luh-pi-thuh-

kuhs. Our sixth graders learned how humans

developed new skills like creating fire,

complex languages, and using specialized

tools to hunt animals like wooly mammoths!

But one of the most fascinating skills that

Neanderthals and Cro-magnons developed

is creating cave art. Historians don’t truly

know why they created this art. Some of the

hypotheses include that they wanted to

document their hunting expeditions, the

paintings were a part of ritual practices, or

maybe they just wanted to have a way to

express themselves. We may never truly

know but cave art proves that as humans

evolved so did their critical thinking skills

and cognitive abilities, which gave rise to

their ability to express themselves through

art.

For two days Social Studies class turned into

art class. The sixth graders researched

different caves around Europe like Lascaux

Cave in France, Cave of Altamira in Spain,

Magura Cave in Bulgaria and found one cave

painting that spoke to them. The students

analyzed the painting they picked, looking at

the fine details of the cave painting like color,

line, symbols, and even the location in the

cave that it was painted. After analyzing the

painting they got to recreate it! Students used

yellow, red, brown,and black paint just like

the Neanderthals and Cro-magnons did to

create their art. The sixth graders got lucky

and didn’t have to make paint out of rocks,

berries, and plants like the early humans.

Room 1504 is now displaying beautiful

“ancient” cave paintings of ancient symbols,

nature, animals, and humans.
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JUMP training was an interesting and
exciting experience. There were many
activities that we did throughout the day. 
 The activity that was the most fun was when
one person had to stand facing backwards
from everyone with a water bottle behind
them, while everyone else had to stand on
the opposite side of the room. The goal was
for everyone to touch the water bottle
without the person knowing-- but when they
turned around you had to stay still. The most
memorable activity we did was we all wrote
down what we could do every day that
would help the world. One of the techniques
we learned that will help all of us be better
communicators is called “LARA.” “L” is for
listening, “A” is for affirm, “R” is for respond,
and “A” is for ask questions. The JUMP
training was a fun experience, but more
importantly it helped us to become better
leaders and taught us new skills that we will
use in the future. 
-Waranya (Music) Schmidt, G8 Middle School
House Leader

JUMP training was an interesting and exciting
experience. There were many activities that
we 
JUMP training was really fun and it helped me
get to know some of the high schoolers and
seventh graders pretty well. In our JUMP
training we did a lot of fun activities, including
a game where we do silly poses with our
partner then ask questions about them, it was
sort of like a race. We also had a fun game
where someone was in the middle and we
had to share what we had in common with
other people, and if we have things in
common then we switch places. I learned
from JUMP that leadership is basically about
teamwork and communication. Obviously
leaders have to be able to communicate with
others to be a good leader, but JUMP helped
me be more confident with higher or lower
grades in our school. Now I know how to
properly handle a hard situation without
another teacher or student trying to help me.

-Abby Bloom, G8 Middle School House
Leader

Middle School and High School house leaders had an opportunity to attend a fantastic leadership training
workshop right here on campus in November.  Our house leaders are elected by their peers and work all year
to plan and lead events and act as a voice for their classmates.  Facilitators from the JUMP! Foundation came
in to help them learn how to build confidence, set achievable goals, and effectively facilitate conversations
and events.  These skills will serve them well as leaders here at Berkeley and beyond!

Here’s what some of the house leaders had to say about the training:

LEADERS INLEADERS IN
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JUMP training was an amazing opportunity for us house leaders to improve our leadership
skills through 2 days of training. The first day was with Middle School house leaders, where
we learned how to organize several activities, and then we learned some strategies to
encourage the audience to participate when we lead school events.  Then, we took part in
some activities to apply the skills they taught us. The second day was only for high
schoolers, and each one of us had a chance to organize a small event based on the skills
we learned from day 1. The second day was a lot of fun, and some teachers came and
joined our activities as well. For me, this was the second time joining the school's
leadership training, and I liked how this training included more hands-on activity and
sharing our ideas compared to our first. We got to plan and be part of several fun activities
to develop teamwork, critical thinking, communication, and many other important skills. 

On the first day of training, I was really glad to get to know the middle school house
leaders better before I graduate. Even though I've been here for a while, I don’t usually
have many chances to talk to most middle schoolers. However, from this experience, I got
to know how talented they are and how much potential they have. I was amazed by how
much I learned just by sharing ideas and listening to other leaders’ opinions through the
activities, not only from the instructors. It was interesting to see how many similarities I had
with the other leaders regarding leadership style, motivation, and priorities. From this
experience, we learned several new skills and how to develop our leadership abilities, but
most importantly, I think the house leaders became closer and got to know each other
better. We appreciate the teachers who spent time and organized this training for us
leaders and gave us the opportunity to develop. I'm looking forward to organizing another
fun activity with our house leaders using all the new skills we learned from the JUMP
training!

-Anica Kim, G12 High School House Leader

TRAININGTRAINING
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E V E N T SUpcoming
December 21 - January 11

NO SCHOOL

January 27-31
Kindness Week

February 11-12
NO SCHOOL

February 15-19
Wellness Week

February 26
NO SCHOOL

March 1-5
Book Bonanza




